
Small Group Tools 

This tool can use small groups. To access all ten-minute prep small 
group tools and accessories, please insert SG001 into the Main Search 
Bar or use for the following link - Small Group Ten Minute-Prep-Steps:

https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr1-sg001-small-group-tool-ten-
minute-prep-steps/
(You must be currently subscribed and logged into the Learning 
Connect website to access this link.)

TEACHER REFERENCE:

https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr1-sg001-small-group-tool-ten-minute-prep-steps/


Teacher Note:  This PowerPoint begins with an optional Self-Starter to 
use at the beginning of class, while conducting classroom 
housekeeping  tasks, such as taking roll.

IF SELF-STARTED IS USED, please proceed to the Introductory slide.  
Then, on step one, students may proceed to share and compare their 
results, in small groups, if applicable.  If not, proceed directly to the 
next slide in the presentation.

IF SELF-STARTED IS NOT USED, please proceed to the first step of the 
lesson and begin the lesson.

TEACHER: SELF – STARTER NOTE



As directed, before lecture or reading… individually,  with a 
partner or small group… 

1. Please review the written scenario 
provided.  Then, on a your Reflection Pad, 
describe the actual scenario PROBLEM 
STATEMENT using the 5Ws – Who? What? 
Where? When?  Why? How?

STUDENT SELF-STARTER



Scenario Reflection Pad 
Electronic Strategy Guide



A Scenario Reflection Pad provides five brief 
steps for solving a presented challenge or 
scenario. We will lead you through each one 
at this time.

INTRODUCTION



As directed, before lecture or reading… individually,

1. Skim the problem scenario provided.  
Then, re-read it carefully for details and 
accurate comprehension. 



Translate the words, pictures, and extra 
information related to the situation into a 
clear and concise problem statement, 
using the 5Ws.



On a your Reflection Pad, describe and 
share the actual scenario by creating a 
PROBLEM STATEMENT using the 5Ws –
Who? What? Where? When?  Why? How?



(Sheet of Paper)

SCENARIO REFLECTION PAD
Name Course Date Class Hour
Unit/Chapter Lesson Title/Topic/Concept Group 

Name/NumberAssignment Reference - (Book, Article, Page number and/or URL address)
Clearly define the problem by translating the words, pictures, and extra information related to 

the situation into a clear and concise problem statement that includes the 5 W’s (Who, What, 

Where, When, How and Why).  

does this image or object rem

ind you of from your past?   (one to three sentences)
Scenario Problem Statement: 

4. (Optional) The topic for discussion is:

Who?
What?

Where?
When?

How?

Why?



SCENARIO REFLECTION PAD
Name Course Date Class Hour
Unit/Chapter Lesson Title/Topic/Concept Group 

Name/NumberAssignment Reference - (Book, Article, Page number and/or URL address)
Clearly define the problem by translating the words, pictures, and extra information related to 

the situation into a clear and concise problem statement that includes the 5 W’s (Who, What, 

Where, When, How and Why).  

does this image or object rem

ind you of from your past?   (one to three sentences)
Scenario Problem Statement: 

4. (Optional) The topic for discussion is:

Who?
What?

Where?
When?

How?

Why?



As directed, before lecture or reading… individually,  with a 
partner or small group… 

2. Next, review your scenario and list any other 
key points of the scenario.
(If using a small group, flip chart pages can be used 
for a Reflection Pad.)



OTHER SCENARIO KEY POINTS

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.



As directed, before lecture or reading…

3. On your Reflection Pad, write three 
possible solutions to the scenario.  
Select and STAR best solution.



PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

A.

B.

C.



As directed, after lecture or reading and discussion…

4. Following instruction, on your Reflection 
Pad, review and write any adjustments 
or changes of thought to your solution.  
Be prepared to share with partner, 
group or class.



REFLECTION PAD SOLUTION CHOICE
After hearing class discussion, please select a final solution to the 
scenario.  Your selected solution may be different than your 
solutions provided initially.





© 2019 Learning Connect - All Rights Reserved.  Once Learning Connect copy 
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